
                                                         

New BMW 5 Series F18 Programming after Replacement of Brand
New EPS

Function Description:
    This document explains how to make the EPS(Electronic Power Steering) work normally after
replacing it on BMW models. Tested car is 5 Series F18, wrecked. The steering wheel becomes very
heavy after the replacement of EPS. 

Attentions:
The following conditions must be fulfilled before starting the test: 
 Press and release the clutch pedal if the vehicle is equipped with manual transmission. 
 Vehicle is standstill.
 Apply the parking brake.
 Shift to neutral position for manual transmission. 
 Shift to parking position for automatic transmission.

Operation Guideline:
1) Error confirmation 

First enter the fast test to detect the fault. Analyze the cause according to the DTC report.
Steering angle related DTCs are found in ICM, ABS and EPS. Clear the DTCs. Two DTCs related
with EPS cannot be cleared. One DTC is: No coding data being stored.  The other is: Limiting
position is not learned. Now we have to do the coding and learning functions. 
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2) Coding
Perform the coding. It prompts the information as shown in Picture 1.As a rule of thumb, when

the EPS data is abnormal, programming is required before coding.

Picture 1

3) Programming
Use  ArtiPad I to download the latest  BMW software (Lowest Version V49.50).Prepare the

dedicated BMW programming cable and network cable packed with the ArtiPad. Test whether the
Wi-Fi is stable. The vehicle must be parked on a flat surface. Connect to external power source if
available. Take EPS on BMW F18 for example. Other programming procedure is similar.

A). Select the BMW Version above V49.50.
B). Select Coding/Program.
C). Select 5 Series.
D). Select 5'_F10/F11/F18.
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E). Select "Programming", see Picture 2.

Picture 2

F) Read the tips carefully, see Picture 3. 

Picture 3
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G) Read the prompts. If this is the first time to program, select "YES". If you are experienced, select
"NO" to skip and start  the programming. If  the network is  not stable,  select "YES" to test  the
network, see Picture 4. 

Picture 4

H) Select the replaced system. Here select no replacement, see Picture 5.

Picture 5

J) Later switch to Wi-Fi network to get the data on the server, see Picture 6.
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Picture 6
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K) Note: If this is the first time using ArtiPad to program, it takes time (approx. 10min). The vehicle
will upload the current vehicle information to the server. The server will analyze the data according
to the database and get the file to be flashed for the current vehicle. Please wait. Usually you'll get
the reply from the server within 10 minutes. If time out, quit and try again later. If still failed after
retry, please contact TOPDON service hotline 075523576169. Upload the log and provide the S/N
of the ArtiPad Host. For the same vehicle, when enter the programming again, it will retrieve the
previous data directly (data will  be analyzed again for a refitted vehicle). No need to wait,  see
Picture 7. 

Picture 7
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L) Select the system to be programmed. The basic information of the current system will be
read. It reads this EPS module is produced in 2014, hasn't been programmed yet. It can be
programmed 100 times at  the most.  If  failure occurs during the first  programming,  the
related information won't be obtained when enter again. This is regarded as normal, see
Picture 8. 

Picture 8
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M) Select the file to be flashed. Usually select the one with (*).
If some unselected file is missing after the flash, only flash the missing file again (this
happens for CAS), see Picture 10.

Picture 10

O) Switch Wi-Fi, it prompts downloaded flash file, see Picture 11.

Picture 11
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P) It flashes automatically until the progress bar reaches 100%, see Picture 12.

Picture 12

Q) It prompts the programming succeeded. See Picture 13.

Picture 13

R) By this time, as not coded yet, many malfunction indicator lights ON, this is normal. After
coding, enter fast test and clear the DTCs. Note: As the vehicle is not operated for a long
time, some vehicles will automatically switch off the ignition. Please check the instrument
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panel first. If the vehicle is powered off, turn on the ignition first, then do the coding, see
Picture 14.

Picture 14

S) To code, you can also enter the coding module under the main menu, see Picture 15. 

Picture 15
4) Learn the limiting position

After above programming/coding, fast test to read the DTCs. It is found the DTC of "Limiting
position is not learned" cannot be cleared. Turn the steering wheel, it is no longer heavy. In theory, it
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can be solved by just performing the special function of "Learn the limiting position" under the
EPS. But in practice, it prompts the learning failed all the time. 

Analysis:
   Usually the limiting position learning can be done manually without the software. Just park the
vehicle on a flat surface, turn the steering wheel left and right on full lock and repeat several times.
Read the data streams of SZL and check the current steering angle. It is found when the wheels are
at straight ahead position; the steering angle is around ZERO degree. This satisfies the condition.
When turn it left on full lock, the steering angle is around 640 degrees and turn it right on full lock,
it is around -480 degrees. The difference is too large.

By consultation, we learned to learn the limiting position successfully for a wrecked vehicle;
we should  first  check whether  it  is  deformed.  Meanwhile,  the steering  angles  at  left  and right
limiting positions shall  be almost the same. Then we reinstalled and positioned, the problem is
smoothly solved. 

Declaration:
The copyright of this document belongs to  Topdon Technology Co., Ltd. Any company or

individual shall not quote or reprint without permission. 
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